School – Lowedges Junior Academy
Principal – Lindsay Jones
PE Lead – Rory Coleman
Updated: 17.06.21

It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection
Framework (Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those
responsible for governors all understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that
enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can
articulate their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate
the outcomes which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the
same three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should use
the Primary PE and sport premium to:
• Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
• Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way
of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and sport premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the impact it has on pupils’
PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the summer term or by 31st July 2021 at the latest.
** In the case of any under-spend from 2019/20 which has been carried over this must be used and published
by 31st March 2021.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website throughout the year. This evidences
your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must
be posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the 31st July 2021. To see an example of
how to complete the table please click HERE.
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Please note: Although there has been considerable disruption in 2020 it is important that you publish details on your website of how you spend the funding this is a legal requirement.
N.B. In this section you should refer to any adjustments you might have made due to Covid-19 and how these will influence further improvement.
Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity
- Utilise new staff expertise to target particular sports to raise engagement of
-There is enthusiasm about PE and sport from pupils and staff and this is well focus pupil groups
supported by parents.
- Purchase new high specification gymnastics equipment to stimulate pupils in
- 2 x PE specialists provide every pupil from all classes with two hours of high the sport
quality PE each week.
- Provision of extra-curricular clubs in a wider range of sport and activity e.g KS1
- PE has been highlighted as a leading subject across the school, with all
dance club, KS2 cheerleading club
pupils engaged, challenged and included to make progress, whatever their
- Having readily-made PE resources to share on google classroom in order to
ability or needs.
cater for any pupils/ classes isolating and home learning.
- Extra-curricular opportunities both in and out of school have been provided - Re-launch the daily mile in the bubble zones
for pupils to support pupil activity levels; after-school sport clubs, active
- Extra spare kit purchased to ensure all COVID guidelines are being adhered to
travel promotion, playtime bubble equipment leaders, external club
- Forge new links with out of school clubs for pupils to attend
signposting, swimming provision, bikeability programme.
- Purchase each class their own ‘bubble’ equipment to increase playtime activity
- Running of the ‘daily mile’, where all pupils and staff enter the playground levels
during the afternoon to run up to a mile by completing laps at a self-selected
pace
- Identified group of reluctant pupils in PE offered alternative Physical Activity
during lunchtimes to suit their interests e.g. Just Dance club
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Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool
for whole school improvement
- School games ‘Gold’ sportsmark achieved and publicised with school staff
- PE and swimming stars of the week are celebrated and showcased on
displays, on facebook, with staff and parents
- Rewards and incentives are used in PE to motivate pupils and instil a
growth mind-set
- Cross-curricular links are employed in line with the whole school
curriculum
- Metacognition strategies are used in lessons to compliment classroom
learning styles
- Competition results, match reports and event write ups are shared on the
school games website and school social media
- Assemblies are held with a sporting focus regularly to share achievements
and encourage participation
- Daily morning exercise has a key focus to promote physical and mental
well-being, cognitive performance in lessons and holistic development
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Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
- Engage with the ‘eat smart Sheffield’ programme to ensure pupil well-being
and health is targeted post-COVID lockdown, where sedentary lifestyles and
habits may have arisen
- Use PE as a vehicle Promote healthy lifestyles through engagement with
Parents e.g. cooking classes linked with eat smart Sheffield
- Continue to hare the work in PE and school sport with Parents on our school
social media outlets and website to showcase how we are adhering to
relevant COVID restrictions/ complying with risk assessments
- Promote and report key successes in PE around school e.g. office screen,
display boards
- Invest in a set of medals to celebrate a ‘PE star of the term’
- Host a showcase event in a chosen sport to invite Parents to attend to
celebrate the talents of our pupils (virtually if needed)
- Use PE and sport as a vehicle to fundraise for charitable and communitydriven projects through various challenges

Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in
teaching PE and sport
- PE lead learner has played key role in designing and implementing
schemes of work to be used in the academy and more widely across the
trust
- PE team have complimenting specialisms across a broad range of sports
- A wide provision of sports are taught in the academy, as well as afterschool club provision
- ACET PE meetings held and attended regularly to ensure consistency and
knowledge of staff is maintained and developed
- KS2 assessment system implemented and used to track the progress of
pupils across the whole PE curriculum.
- Forge school sport partnership used for CPD and networking with fellow
PE professionals.
- Regular information obtained from Association for Physical Education
(AfPE) to keep refreshed on latest development in PE and school sport.
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Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
- Organise a practical CPD session with class teachers that teach their own
class PE lessons in order to model and demonstrate how PE lessons look in
practise
- Develop confidence of wider teaching staff on how to deliver lessons in line
with the ACET schemes of work
- Ensure support staff feel confident delivering semi-structured playground
activities to their bubble
- Develop confidence in teaching within COVID guidelines by utilising support
networks (AfPE, SSP and ACET PE department)

Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered
to all pupils
- The PE curriculum map is broad and varied, with 4 x sports covered each
term for KS2 pupils
- KS1 classes cover the FUNdamental areas to develop their physical
literacy skills, including object control, locomotion and ABC’s (agility,
balance and coordination)
- Equipment used is purposeful for a range of sports e.g. UPVC goals are
used in break times, for football, hockey and handball lessons, as well as
hosting inter-school events and tournaments
- Extra-curricular club provision is wide and varied, with KS1 and KS2 mulisport clubs on offer in different sports/ activities.
- Whole-school figures for pupils attending at least 1 sporting fixture/
competition or event were on target to reach over 80%
- Engagement with external coaching companies delivering on-site sessions
e.g. bikeability scheme, Graves tennis link
- SEND pupils are considered carefully in lessons and are provided with
opportunities to attend suitable events e.g. ACET all stars, Forge boccia
- Uptake of water-based activities, such as water polo and diving, have
been established through links with clubs
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Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
- To provide an after-school dance club is on offer to pupils to work towards a
showcase event for Parents to attend
- Work within Government COVID restrictions and guidelines to provide
alternative socially-distanced activities for pupils to participate in e.g. fitness
- Develop the field with a running route around the perimeter to promote
running/ cross country and reengage pupils with physical activity after
lockdown measures

Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport
- All pupils participate in competitive sport through intra-school
competitions (Level 1) and inter-school competitions (Level 2).
- The National School Games ‘GOLD’ mark has been achieved through
meeting the criteria of competitive participation in 2017-2018, 2018-2019
(mark put on hold due to COVID in 2019-2020)
- The truncation of the 19-20 academic year mean our latest figures are as
follows:
- 67% of KS2 pupils have participated in a competition in 2018/2019. (62%
Pupil Premium children, 75% SEN children.)
- 62% of KS1 pupils have participated in a competition in 2018/2019. (66%
Pupil Premium children, 50% SEN children)
- Pupils have regularly attended prestigious venues to compete in school
sport, such as the Olympian training base at the English Institute of Sport
(EIS)
- Pupils involved in grassroots or academy set-ups in different sports are
shared through assemblies, notice boards, on social media or ‘show and
tells’ to celebrate their successes (trophies, awards etc.) and promote this
to signpost other pupils and Parents to engage in out of school sport.
- Cross-country and orienteering events have been attended at weekends
by PE staff and pupils to encourage competitive participation by
representing the school
- ACET competitions and events are tailored to our PE curriculum map to
ensure lessons can prepare pupils and develop their skillset and selfconfidence
- SEND pupils attend numerous suitable events throughout the year, such
as the SSP forge boccia and kurling event and the ACET all stars festival.

Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
- To provide participation opportunities in line with COVID restrictions through
virtual inter-school events for 100% of pupils, including all groups of PP,
SEND, BAME. This can be through ACET trust-wide events, or SSP Sheffield
cluster events.
- Continue to conduct pupil voice to find out which local clubs are being
attended by our pupils and signpost other pupils to join these same clubs
- Continue memberships of ACET, Forge School Sport Partnership and
Sheffield Federation for School Sports. These memberships present a
comprehensive range of competitions which can be entered to give all
children these opportunities.

Did you carry forward an underspend from 2019-20 academic year into the current academic year? YES
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If any funding from the academic year 2019/20 has been carried over you MUST complete the following section. Any carried over funding MUST be spent by
31 March 2021.
Academic Year: September 2020 Total fund carried over:
Date Updated:
to March 2021
£6000
10/02/21
Total Carry Over Funding:
What Key indicator(s) are you going to focus on?
£6000
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear Make sure your actions to
Carry over funding
Evidence of impact: How can Sustainability and suggested
how you want to impact on your achieve are linked to your
allocated:
you measure the impact on
next steps and how does this
pupils.
intentions:
your pupils; you may have
link with the key indicators on
focussed on the difference
which you are focussing this
that PE, SS & PA have made
academic year?:
to pupils re-engagement with
school. What has changed?:
Curriculum map adjusted to meet
COVID restrictions of sports being
taught. Replenishment of essential
equipment needed to cater for 14
different bubbles and minimise the
sharing of resources/ cleaning
requirements.
New skipping ropes to enable the sign
up to a City wide ‘skipathon’ initiative;
designed to increase physical activity
at a safe social distance and inclusive
for all pupils across school.

Check that the equipment will be £92
beneficial and well matched to
the sports we are teaching. Audit
of the number we currently have
against the amount of classes and
sizes of class.

All KS2 have been able to
safely take part in 2 active PE
lessons which has had a
positive impact on positive
behaviour and mental health
within

Distribute ropes between
bubbles to ensure all pupils
can take part within this
activity.

£50

All children can safely take
part within this activity and
promote PA.

Continuity of skipping within
school to promote active
skipping within playtimes and
lessons. This will continue next
year.

£400

More active playtimes and
lunchtimes

Continuity of equipment being
used after Covid.

Playtime ‘bubbles’ created to comply
Distribute equipment to each
with the LJA risk assessment. Each
class to promote active play
bubble to have their own set of play
during play/lunch times.
equipment and box to store this in.
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Children will continue to take
part within 2 active PE lessons
across the rest of the
academic year to support key
indicator 1.

Regular ACET meeting & CPD Discussion with AIP areas of
training
sessionsincluding weakness
and
CPD
purchase of CPD material e.g. safe opportunities for PE/staff
practise in PE book, sports leader
scheme.

Provide swimming catch-up booster
sessions for children who are not
reaching 25m National Curriculum
expectations – Y5 have started their
18 week cycle again due to missing
this because of COVID.

Contingency fund for equipment,
Events or opportunities that arise
during the school year.

18 weeks programme started
in September 2020 to ensure
pupils receive their full
swimming programme.

Decide and discuss during
the school what may need to
be ordered in the coming
terms to help support and
improve PE at LJA.

Gymnastics equipment to cater Discussed with Principal to
for whole school PE lessons and raise engagement in this
after-school provision
subject area and improve
standard of lessons
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£500

£2145

£1000

£1813

Supported by:

Staff feel confident delivering
a wide range of subjects and
lean on staff expertise in
these areas

Long-term impact through the
regular upkeep of staff
confidence and expertise to
deliver each subject effectively

Pupils will have water safety
skills and improve the
chances of meeting national
curriculum targets.

Measuring the impact of these
extra swimming sessions will
inform the decision to
purchase these for future
cohorts.

Pupils well equipped in
lessons and staff able to
respond to ongoing
developments and
opportunities in the area of
PESSPA

Staff will need to remain well
equipped to deliver lessons in
line with the latest CPD.

Pupils will be more confident
and develop their skills
further in lessons, with
increased engagement in
after-school club provision

Equipment will be long-lasting
and developed year on year.

Y6 Swimming data- 2020/2021
Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at
least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving primary school
at the end of the summer term 2020.

45% (21/46)

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl, backstroke 52% (24/46)
and breaststroke]?
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?

98% (45/46)

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and sport premium to provide additional provision for swimming but this
must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this way?

Yes

Current Y5 Data 2020/2021
Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety

Please complete all of the below:

What percentage can swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres?

N/A – Covid19

What percentage of your Year 6 pupils can use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?

N/A- Covid19

What percentage of your Year 6 pupils can perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?

N/A – Covid19

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this
way?

N/A- Covid19
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Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2020/21

Total fund allocated: £18,690

Date Updated: 17.06.21

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officers guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
£5005 = 26%
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

 All pupils to receive a
minimum of 2 hours of high
quality PE delivered by
specialist PE staff to ensure
quality first teaching.

 Principal arranges for each £921
class to be timetabled these
PE lessons. Ensure
equipment is suitable and
replenished to allow for high
quality lessons.

 Pupils are making significant
progress in PE, with a clear
increase in attainment and
ability levels through our
SIMS assessment tracking
system

 Monitor the progress of
skills through more
detailed analysis of data
assessment levels e.g.
SEND groups,
disadvantaged

 Further investment in
gymnastics equipment and
facilities to replace old and
limited equipment

£3500
 Stimulating lessons will
enhance interest in the sport
and improve pupil outcomes

 Pupil voice indicates that
pupils are excited about the
equipment and raises the
profile of the sport across
school, as well as improving
performances at
competitions

 Engage in staff CPD on
best practice in use of wall
bars, tables etc.

 Pupils receive playtime
bubble equipment to
stimulate interest in activity
during break times.
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£284
 Academy ambassadors
conduct pupil voice with
their class to generate ideas
of equipment they would like
to purchase; promoting pupil
leadership in the process.
Supported by:

 Games and activities are
embedded, with support
staff actively promoting
these whilst on duty. Pupil
voice indicates that they
find break times enjoyable

 Regularly replenishment
of worn equipment e.g
termly, to maintain
interest

and they are happy with the
equipment

 Subscription to sports leaders
UK to train Y5/6 sports
leaders to acquire the skills
and confidence to deliver
break times games and
activities.

 Leadership roles, such as
£100
officiating and coaching, are
promoted in PE lessons and will
be enhanced through this
programme (once it is
delivered)

 Replenishment of spare PE kit
and footwear to enable full
and safe participation of all
pupils in lessons

 Spare kit available to
accommodate the pupils that
financially

£200

 COVID restrictions mean
bubbles are not yet allowed
to mix and we are awaiting
this training to go ahead
once the risk assessment
allows

 Pupils can be a part of
training younger pupils up
in these leadership roles
and model positive skills.

 Pupils are able to participate
in lessons on a level playing
field and our disadvantaged
pupils feel comfortable in
lessons

 Ensure a range of sizes are
purchased and an
organised system is in
place to issue this kit is
readily available and
looked after

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 PE and sport regularly at the
centre of promoting positive
behaviour and transferable
skills through the school
games values (respect,
honesty, resilience etc.)
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Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Percentage of total allocation:
£740 = 4%

Impact
Funding
allocated:

 PE lessons, displays and
£150
assemblies by PE staff
highlight the importance of
these qualities and
demonstration of these
qualities are rewarded with
postcards, house tokens and
badges
Supported by:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:
 Pupil voice indicates that
there is a positive culture
of behaviour across school
and they feel that being
impeccable is important

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

 Upkeep of rewards and
stickers for tangible
incentives for children

 Social media platforms and
website is heavily used to
promote PE with wider
community

 Promote healthy lifestyles,
culture and attitudes within
pupils and wider community
through engagement with ‘Eat
Smart Sheffield’
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 Updated regularly with news,
achievements and
celebrations to generate
positive attitudes towards PE
and wider curriculum e.g.
explicit Geography links on
homework challenges for
‘Beat the Street’
 Regular information posts on £590
social media and links with
University students to
promote healthy lifestyle
choices. Running of cooking
competitions to support this
and educate on the
importance of avoiding
health complications e.g.
obesity. Purchase of
equipment to support
cooking in school

Supported by:

 Pupils are motivated to
achieve and receive
recognition

 Make wider links to reach
out to the wider
community and share
these successes

 Achieving bronze
accreditation in our first
year for commitment to
the programme and
initiatives launched.

 Engage Parents further to
reach more pupils at risk
of obesity and lower our
percentage below the
national average.

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
£3750 = 20%

Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to
Funding
what you want the pupils to know
achieve are linked to your
allocated:
and be able to do and about
intentions:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 PE staff attend regular primary
 All PE staff share expertise £2500
PE meetings with other PE
to enhance skills and
staff across the trust to share
confidence across the trust
best practise.
and ensure a consistent
approach is embedded.

Impact
Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

 Staff can feel confident to
deliver quality first
teaching across a range of
sports, as well as the
sharing of ACET schemes
of work and assessment of
pupils

 Keep up to date with
the latest developments
and guidance from the
AfPE
 Share this practise with
any teachers that want
to develop their
knowledge of PE

 Engagement with our local
School Sport Partnership to
become an integral part of PE
in the schools across our
locality

 Opportunity to attend
£250
generic CPD sessions and
trial new sports e.g. virtual
baseball scheme, tennis
course

 Staff feel equipped to
deliver effective lessons
and give pupils an
enjoyable experience

 Continue to seek these
opportunities when they
arise

 Staff to attend Gymnastics
CPD course to be fully
confident and competent in the
safe use of the new equipment
that has been purchased.

 Liaise with ACET & Forge £1000
to subscribe to an effective
provider in the appropriate
Primary Gymnastics CPD

 Quality-first teaching will
be achieved in lessons, as
well as other staff being
able to supervise the safe
use of the equipment more
widely within school e.g.
reward time on the
gymnastics equipment

 Staff will have the
skillset to deliver
effective teaching in the
future years of using the
long-lasting equipment
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Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent

Implementation

Your school focus should be clear
Make sure your actions to
Funding
what you want the pupils to know
achieve are linked to your
allocated:
and be able to do and about
intentions:
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 Continue to broaden the
 Our curriculum is wellprovision of sports delivered in
structured to enable the
our PE curriculum
delivery of a wide range of
sports in specifically chosen
terms and opportunities are
given to participate in
different sports not in our
curriculum e.g. baseball

Percentage of total allocation:
£7840 = 42%
Impact
Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

 Pupils have a great
understanding of the sports
they participate in. This is
evident through our
assessment for learning and
questioning. Pupils engage
well in PE lessons

 Continue to seek
opportunities with the
SSP for further
opportunities and
resources (similar to
baseball CPD and
equipment given)

 We liaise with the company
maintain our field with regular
markings & drainage to
accommodate the different
sports we teach at different
points in the academic year

 Structured diagrams outline £3000
our requirements for the
field and comply with
National Governing Body
recommendations for
primary age children e.g.
correctly sized football
pitches

 Pupils are able to
participate in lessons with
the correct facilities. The
drainage enables the field
to be well used throughout
the autumn and summer
terms

 Maintenance company
to continue to regularly
mark these and develop
these for different
sports we deliver

 All Y5 pupils to receive the
opportunity to attend
swimming lessons to acquire
the required swimming skills
to meet National Curriculum
standards

 Y5 have received an extra £4300
block of swimming lessons
to ensure they have caught
up on missed lessons
through the impact of
COVID

 Pupils are given the
greatest opportunity to
enhance their confidence in
the water and achieve the
national curriculum target
by the end of Y6. This is

 We are hopeful the
need for catch up
lessons will decrease
once COVID
restrictions are no
longer an issue. Next
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 Extra-curricular clubs offer
sports that are more suited to
smaller groups instead of
larger whole class teaching
e.g. table tennis

 Widening of links for sports to
be delivered on site/ at a
venue to deal with the
psychological and physical
negative impact of COVID
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 Pupils began multi-sports
after school clubs prior to
lockdown that involved
badminton/ table tennis/
tchoukball

 Engagement with
£540 + DFE
mindfulness yoga taster
funded
sessions for Y4 cohort,
local LTA tennis sessions
on site in a 6 week block
for FS and Y1 cohorts,
bikeability for Y5 cohort,
karate sessions arranged at
local venue & scootfit
booking for whole school

Supported by:

something a lot of our
Parents do not prioritise or
provide our pupils with
outside of school.

year’s cohort should not
have their lessons
interrupted

 Pupils are enriched with a
taste of new sports that
they would not usually
have the opportunity to
play

 Continue to deliver
these sports and upskill
in CPD to deliver these
effectively

 48 Y5 pupils gain vital life
skill of road safety
awareness & cycling
proficiency level 2 & 3
 10 pupils attending karate
sessions at Graves Leisure
Centre
 49 pupils engaged in
mindfulness yoga with
local company to be
equipped in dealing with
anxiety post-lockdown
 84 FS/ Y1pupils receiving
external tennis coaching,
including 8 pupils
identified as gifted &
talented by coaches to join
elite programme at Graves
 Scootfit to be delivered in
workshops to whole school

 Seek to forge further
relationships with more
local clubs and develop
ongoing partnership
with existing links to
signpost pupils to clubs

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
£1355 = 7%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
 ACET cluster competitions,
Membership with Forge
School Sport Partnership &
Sheffield Federation for
School Sport (SFSS)

 Sports day delivery to
accommodate inclusivity and
competitive events
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Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

 Forge offer a broad range of £975 – Forge
competitions as part of the membership
membership package.
These have included virtual £130 – SFSS
events due to the
membership
requirement for non-mixing
of pupils

 Every year group has
participated in a range of
events throughout the year,
with 100% participation in
at least 1 event.

 Discuss the successes &
need for tweaks at
ACET meetings for the
calendar in 21/22
academic year
 Pupil voice on any
competitions they
would like to
participate in or add to
our calendar

 A wide range of events to £250
include all learners –
including SEND
adaptations where
necessary – and challenge
higher ability performers.
Purchase stickers, medals
and trophies to enhance the
profile of the event

 All pupils feel a sense of
pride and achievement for
their performances and
celebrate the successes
through reference to the
school games values

 Build the profile of
sports day further
through sharing with
Parents and gathering
Parent voice on any
areas for development
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Signed off by
Head Teacher: L.Jones
Date:

18.06.21

Subject Leader: R.coleman (Rory Coleman- PE Lead learner)
Date:

18.06.21

Governor:

E. Rushforth

Date:

18.06.21
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